Kingdom Living in a Fallen World
Followers of Jesus are Known by their Actions
Matthew 7:16-20
The first and last statements of this passage form an ____________.
Matthew 7:16, 20
The purpose of the mixing of ___________ (wolves and fruit) is because
wolves are not easily spotted and require careful ______________.
Matthew 7:15–16
____________ teaches us that fruit can be used to identify the
___________ of plants, so inspect the fruit closely.
Don’t ever expect a ___________ plant to produce ___________
fruit.
Matthew 7:16
Figs and grapes are ____________ to ____________ but
thorns and thistles are not.
Thorns and thistles are a product of the _________ and
have been a ____________ since the fall of man.
Genesis 3:17–18
The right tree will produce good fruit, ____________ that the
tree is ____________.
Matthew 7:17
True disciples of Jesus will have the proper ________
and ____________: they will look, act and sound like
followers of Christ.
Matthew 12:33-37
A ____________ tree will never produce ____________ fruit,
only bad fruit.
Matthew 7:17
What are the specific manifestations of “________ __________”
mentioned in the Bible?
They teach _____________ made up by man.
Matthew 15:8–9
__________ gave __________ 5 traits of ravenous wolves.
Titus 1:10–11
1. They are _______________ (rebelliously
______________).
2. They are ___________ talkers
(____________ or ineffectual)
3. They are ________________
(intentionally ______________ others)
4. They ___________ whole _____________

John 2:15
5. They are __________ for shameful _______
They create ____________ in the true church of Jesus
Christ by teaching new “___________”.
Romans 16:17
They use ___________ words and ____________ speech
to deceive.
Romans 16:18
They destroy the ___________ of the ____________.
2 Timothy 2:16-18
They teach ________-______________ heresies.
2 Peter 2:1
They blaspheme the ___________ _____________, held
for centuries in favor of a new gospel ____________ to
sound doctrine.
2 Peter 2:2
In their ____________, they exploit the weak believers to
their own _____________.
2 Peter 2:3
They speak _____________ about things they ought to
____________ at.
2 Peter 2:10–11
1. The __________ of ______________
Jude vv.8-10
2. The ____________ of ____________
Colossians 2:18-19
Eternal ______________ in the hell of fire is the only answer for
these ravenous wolves that produce fruit for _____________.
Matthew 7:19; 2 Peter 2:17; Jude vv. 12-16
If these false prophets, who claim to have a _____________ walk with
God are destined for the fire of hell, then what will become the mere
___________ who _____________ church believing that he or she is
right with God?
Matthew 7:20
_____________ demands that we view the ______________ as
the “good fruit” of the Christian life.
The true disciple of Jesus will begin to ___________ the Sermon
on the Mount and seek to __________ by the Lord’s teachings.
Mere __________ (teaching) without _____________ (fruit) is
eternally fatal.
Matthew 7:19

